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Abstract

The proposed three-dimensional triple-resonance experiment HNCACBcodedHAHB correlates sequential 15N, 1H moieties via the

chemical shifts of 13Ca, 13Cb, 1Ha, and 1Hb. The four sequential correlation pathways are achieved by the incorporation of the

concept of chemical shift-coding [J. Biomol. NMR 25 (2003) 281] to the TROSY-HNCACB experiment. The monitored 1Ha and 1Hb

chemical shifts are then coded in the line shape of the cross-peaks of 13Ca, 13Cb along the 13C dimension through an apparent residual

scalar coupling, the size of which depends on the attached hydrogen chemical shift. The information of four sequential correlation

pathways enables a rapid backbone assignment. The HNCACBcodedHAHB experiment was applied to�85% labeled 13C,15N-labeled

amino-terminal fragment of Vaccinia virus DNA topoisomerase I comprising residues 1–77. After one day of measurement on a

Bruker Avance 700MHz spectrometer and 8 h of manual analysis of the spectrum 93% of the backbone assignment was achieved.

� 2003 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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Rapid chemical shift assignment of proteins com-

bined with a reduction of NMR measuring time are

instrumental for high-throughput structure activity

relationship by NMR [1] and structural genomics [2].

In the so-called ‘‘non-sensitivity-limited’’ data collec-

tion regime [3],1 the combination of both requirements
can be fulfilled by limiting the number of dimensions

to less than 4, but increasing the number of (sequen-

tial) correlations per data set. One approach to

achieve this is the concept of reduced dimensionality

introduced by Szyperski et al. [4] and successively

expanded to a variety of experiments [3,5] including

G-matrix Fourier transform NMR spectroscopy [6].
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1 In the ‘‘non-sensitivity-limited’’ data collection regime the sam-

pling of the multi-dimensional NMR experiment determines the

minimally achievable measurement time and not the sensitivity of

the experiment.
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Reduced dimensionality NMR is based on simulta-

neous evolutions of two or more different chemical

shifts reducing a nþ 1-dimensional triple-resonance

experiment to n dimensions. Indeed, the measurement

of five 3D reduced dimensionality triple-resonance

experiments and one 3D HNCACB experiment with a
total measuring time of 42.5 h enabled an automatic

backbone assignment (including b-carbon and b-hy-
drogens) of a 71 residue 13C,15N-labeled protein

(concentration 1mM, pH 6.5, 298K; [3]). An addi-

tional approach to increase the quality of correlation

in triple-resonance experiments was proposed by

Zweckstetter and Bax [7] using splitting of cross-peaks

by residual dipolar coupling.
We proposed an alternative approach to increase the

number of correlations without the increase of the

number of dimensions [8]. The strength of the so-called

concept of chemical shift-coding is the ease of imple-

mentation and the addition of chemical shift informa-

tion without major losses of signal, since no additional
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Fig. 1. Experimental scheme for the HNCACBcodedHAHB experiment

for 13C,15N-labeled proteins. The radiofrequency pulses on 1H, 15N,
13Ca or 13Cb were applied at 4.8, 119, 45, and 174ppm, respectively.

The narrow and wide black bars indicate non-selective 90� and 180�
pulses, respectively. On the line marked 1H a large sine bell shaped

pulse labeled with f4 indicates a selective 180� pulse with a Gaussian

shape truncated at 5% and the duration of 1.3ms. The soft pulse is on-

resonance at 3.5 ppm and its length has been optimized for the mag-

netic field strength of 700MHz 1H frequency. The inversion profile is

described in Kwiatkowski and Riek [8]. On the line marked 13C, black

sine bell shapes indicate selective 180� pulses with the duration of

0.08ms and a Gaussian shape truncated at 5%. The line marked PFG

indicates durations and amplitudes of sine shaped pulse magnetic field

gradients applied along the z-axis: G1: 0.8ms, 15G/cm; G2: 0.8ms,

9G/cm; G3: 0.5ms, 18G/cm; G4: 0.5ms, 18G/cm; G5: 0.8ms, 12G/

cm; and G4: 0.8ms, 22G/cm. The delays s, T , d are 2.7, 24, and 3.6ms,

respectively. The phase cycle is W1 ¼ fy;�y; x;�xg, W2 ¼ f�yg,
W3 ¼ f�yg, U1 ¼ fx; x; x; x;�x;�x;�x;�xg, U2 ¼ f�yg, U3 ¼ fxg,
and Urec ¼ fy;�y;�x; x;�y; y; x;�xg. All other radiofrequency pulses

are applied either with phase x or as indicated above the pulses. In the
15N(t1) dimension a phase-sensitive spectrum is obtained by recording

a second FID for each increment of t1, with W1 ¼ fy;�y;�x; xg,
W2 ¼ fyg, and W3 ¼ fyg and the data are processed as described by

Kay et al. [20]. Quadrature detection in the 13Ca(t2) dimension is

achieved by the States-TPPI method [21] applied to phases U1, U2, and

U3. Between time points c and d the timing of the radiofrequency

pulses of the different nuclei have been implemented in a parallel

manner to achieve an initial t2 ¼ 0. On the line marked 1H, black sine

bell shapes indicate water-selective 90� pulses with the duration of 1ms

and a Gaussian shape truncated at 5%. With these pulses, the water

magnetization stays aligned along the þz-axis throughout the experi-

ment [22]. Alternatively, we replaced the water-selective pulses with a

superposition of two Gaussian pulses (truncated at 5% and length

1ms) on resonance at the water-frequency and at 1.7 ppm, respectively.

This procedure aligns the water magnetization and part of the aliphatic

hydrogens along the þz-axis throughout the experiment yielding lon-

gitudinal relaxation-optimized spectroscopy [23]. The measured gain in

signal-to-noise was about 10% (data not shown). In our hands, the

performance of the superposition of two Gaussian pulses is superior to

the E-BURP pulse proposed by Pervushin et al. [23], since the extent of

the water-flip back can be controlled better and an incomplete align-
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chemical shift evolution and polarization transfers are
required, whereas both are required in the reduced di-

mensionality experiments [3]. In return, the resolution of

the additional chemical shifts is limited [8]. The minimal

sensitivity loss enables the incorporation of the concept

of chemical shift-coding to the TROSY-HNCACB ex-

periment [9–13], which is low in sensitivity when com-

pared with the corresponding HNCA2 experiment [14].

As a result, this implementation enhances the sequential
correlations between 15N,1H moieties from two (13Ca

and 13Cb chemical shifts) to four (13Ca, 13Cb, 1Ha, 1Hb

chemical shifts). By employing this method, we dem-

onstrate four sequential correlation pathways enables a

high-throughput manual backbone assignment for a

small 13C,15N-labeled protein.

Technically, the proposed HNCACBcodedHAHB

experiment is essentially based on the 3D TROSY-
HNCACB experiment, but obtains additional informa-

tion of the chemical shift of 1Ha and 1Hb through the

concept of chemical shift-coding [8]. This pulse sequence

is depicted in the experimental scheme of Fig. 1. Be-

tween time points a and c, magnetization is transferred

from 1H via 15N to 13Ca=b, using three successive INEPT

steps [15,16]. During the frequency labeling period t2 the
13Ca=b chemical shifts evolve. Simultaneously, the
1J (13C,1H) scalar coupling of �140–155Hz begins to

evolve. However, the apparent extent of the evolution of

the 1J(13C,1H) coupling is under the control of the 180�
soft pulse on 1Ha=b. The soft pulse is on-resonance at

3.5 ppm and contains a Gaussian inversion profile,

which decreases to �5% at 2 and 5 ppm. Thus, the

multiplet splitting of the cross-peak along the 13C di-

mension and concomitantly the extent of the apparent
1J (13C,1H) coupling depend on the position of the at-

tached 1Ha=b chemical shifts. In other words, the 1Ha=b

chemical shifts are encoded in the pattern of the cross-

peak along 13C dimension through an apparent residual

scalar coupling residualJ(13C,1H) [8]. After chemical shift

evolution modulated by the chemical shift-dependent

scalar coupling, magnetization is transferred back to
15N at time point d. Between d and e the 15N nuclei
evolve with their chemical shifts during a constant time

period. From time point e onward magnetization is

transferred back to 1H. The flow coherence can thus be

described as follows:
2 Abbreviations used: HNCA, amide proton-to-nitrogen-to-a-car-
bon correlation; HNCACBcodedHAHB, HNCACB with the additional

frequency of a- and b-hydrogens coded in the multiplet pattern of the

cross-peaks along the carbon frequency; INEPT, insensitive nuclei

enhanced by polarization transfer; NMR, nuclear magnetic resonance;

PFG, pulsed field gradient; TOPO(1–77), residues 1–77 of Vaccinia

virus DNA topoisomerase I; TROSY, transverse relaxation-optimized

spectroscopy; 2D, two-dimensional; 3D, three-dimensional; 4D, four-

dimensional.

ment of the water magnetization along the þz-axis results in severe

losses in signal-to-noise when applied to our high pH sample (pH 7).

The soft pulse f4 is chosen to perturb the water resonance frequency

minimally.
where t1 and t2 are the 15N and 13C evolution times and

t3 is the 1H acquisition time. Indices i and i� 1 indicate
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that coherence is transferred from 15N(i)–1H(i) to both
the sequentially and the intra-residually adjoining car-

bons. The coded 1H chemical shift is designated with the

cosine modulation of its apparent residual scalar cou-

pling, residualJ(13Ca,1Ha) or residualJ(13Cb,1Hb) active dur-

ing t2.
Fig. 2 shows strips from a 3D HNCACBcodedHAHB

spectrum of uniformly 85% 13C,15N-labeled N-terminal

domain of Vaccinia virus DNA topoisomerase I com-
prising residues 1–77 [17]. In addition, the protein

samples contains a six residues-long residual histidine-

tag with the sequence GSHGGS. The relatively low in-

corporation of stable isotopes is due to the cost-effective,

efficient, and rapid approach of protein preparation

that was used [18]. As in the conventional HNCACB

experiment, two positive cross-peaks for the sequential

and intra-residual 13Cas and two negative cross-peaks
for the sequential and intra-residual 13Cbs are ob-

served for each spin-system. Usually, the stronger cross-

peaks correspond to intra-residue correlations between

the carbons and the 15N–1H moiety, and the weaker

cross-peak represents the sequential correlations. These

cross-peaks are split due to the active residualJ(13C,1H)-

coupling, the size of which is related to the attached

hydrogen chemical shift. The cross-peak is not split if
Fig. 2. Strips along the x2(
13C) dimension of the 3D HNCACBcodedHAH

backbone assignment of residues 39–55, which corresponds to 20% of the pro

chemical shifts. The sequential connectivities are indicated by horizontal lines.

The experiment was recorded at 20 �C with a 0.8mM sample of 13C,15N-label

a Bruker Avance 700MHz spectrometer equipped with five radiofrequency c

an actively shielded z-gradient coil. The following parameter settings

t1maxð15NÞ ¼ 23ms, t2maxð13CaÞ ¼ 7:5ms, and t3maxð1HÞ ¼ 100ms. The data

increment were acquired, resulting in 22 h of measuring time. Prior to Fouri

window in all dimensions.
the attached 1Ha chemical shift is 3.5 ppm, whereas the
cross-peak is a doublet of 144Hz if the corresponding
1Ha chemical shift is P 5.3 ppm. An apparent residual

scalar coupling of 0–144Hz corresponds to a 1Ha

chemical shift between 3.5 and 5.3 ppm with a resolution

of �0.2 ppm [8]. Similarly, the 13Cb-cross-peaks are split

due to the 1Hb chemical shifts. Thus, sequential corre-

lations can be traced with four probes: the 13Ca, 13Cb,
1Ha, and 1Hb chemical shifts. Although the resolution of
the coded chemical shifts in the line shape of the cross-

peak is low, it enhances the sequential correlation

quality by more than one order in magnitude [8]. In-

deed, with the HNCACBcodedHAHB experiment a

straightforward sequential walk can be traced through

the multiplets of the 13C cross-peaks including the

overall position of the 13Ca and 13Cb cross-peaks as a

point of departure (Fig. 2). Only when the multiplet
pattern of the sequential 13Ca and 13Cb cross-peaks co-

incides with the multiplet of the intra-residual cross-

peaks, the sequential connectivity can be traced. When

the patterns do not fit, the two involved 15N–1H moie-

ties are not neighbors. With this procedure the sequen-

tial assignment is ensured by four independent

correlations, the a-carbon and b-carbon chemical shifts

and indirectly the a-hydrogen and b-hydrogen chemical
B spectrum of 13C,15N-labeled TOPO(1–77). The sequence-specific

tein, are shown. The strips are centered about the corresponding 1HN

Positive contour lines are red, negative contour lines blue, respectively.

ed TOPO(1–77) in a mixed solvent of 95% H2O/5% D2O at pH 7, using

hannels, a pulsed field gradient unit, and a triple-resonance probe with

were used: data size ¼ 50ðt1Þ � 85ðt2Þ � 1024ðt3Þ complex points;

set was zero-filled to 128� 1024� 2048 complex points; eight scans per

er transformation the data were multiplied with a 75� shifted sine bell
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shifts by the residual scalar couplings. Importantly, both
the a-carbon and the b-carbon chemical shifts are

measured, which is relevant for the mapping of con-

nected spin-systems onto the amino acid sequence. Since

this high quality of information generates practically no

ambiguities, sequential assignment is also possible in

rare cases where the sequential and intra-residual cross-

peaks have similar intensities and cannot be classified

straightforwardly. In the conventional experiments ad-
ditional spectra, i.e., HN(CO)CA or CBCA(CO)NH,

are collected to classify the cross-peak into a sequential

or intra-residual correlation.

The HNCACBcodedHAHB experiment of Fig. 2 was

measured in 24 h on our Bruker Avance 700MHz

spectrometer, which corresponds to about 3 h measure-

ment time with a cryoprobe. Manual analysis of the

spectrum during one 8 h working day yielded 93% of the
backbone assignment of 85%-labeled 13C,15N-labeled

TOPO(1–77). The remaining five 15N–1H moieties were

not assigned due to the lack of sequential correlations in

the HNCACBcodedHAHB experiment. The absence of

sequential peaks is probably because of local relaxation

properties attributed to slow conformational exchange.

In combination with a 13C,15N-resolved [1H,1H]NOESY

experiment, most of these residual moieties were as-
signed. Alternatively, a HN(CO)CA experiment [9] with

inherently higher sensitivity for sequential cross-peaks

than the HNCACBcodedHAHB would give complemen-

tary information.

As demonstrated with TOPO(1–77) (Fig. 2 shows

20% of the sequential backbone assignment) the

proposed HNCACBcodedHAHB is a very powerful

experiment in the ‘‘non-sensitivity-limited’’ data collec-
tion regime and therefore highly recommended for

small 13C,15N-labeled proteins. We believe that the

HNCACBcodedHAHB experiment is superior to the

published reduced dimensionality experiments due to

the following reasons: (i) The lack of additional polari-

zation transfers and evolution times makes the coded

experiment more sensitive. We find a factor of three

signal loss due to 13C! 1H polarization transfer, 1H
evolution, and back transfer for a protein with a rota-

tional correlation time sc of 4 ns. (ii) The presence of

four sequential correlations reduces ambiguities

dramatically. (iii) Due to the small splitting of the cross-

peaks, the peak pattern recognition for manual assign-

ment is simple. (iv) The experiment is easily set up. (v)

The simultaneous detection of a-carbon and b-carbon
are important for mapping connected spin-systems onto
the amino acid sequence. (vi) Only one experiment is

measured.

For a 20 kDa 13C,15N-labeled protein the

HNCACBcodedHAHB experiment is a factor of 1.5–2

less sensitive than a conventional TROSY-HNCACB

experiment, which itself is a factor of 10 less sensitive

than a TROSY-HNCA experiment [14]. Therefore, for
large target systems we propose the use of the highly
sensitive HNCAcodedCB and HNCAcodedCO experi-

ments combined with �70% deuteration and uniform
13C and 15N-labeling [19]. In conclusion, the proposed

HNCACBcodedHAHB reduces dramatically ambiguities

in linking the spin-systems of adjacent residues in the

protein sequence during the sequential assignment pro-

cess and, therefore, allows the fast manual backbone

assignment of small 13C,15N-labeled proteins.
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